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If you have ventured out in your MG this past month then
you have come to realise just how fickle the wind can be.
Preparing our MG for a run or attending an event can be
an arduous task (for Mike that is)! No sooner has he
completed the ‘spit & polish’ routine when the bonnet and
dashboard are covered in dust, due to the howling South
Easter.
Annoying ? That’s what owning and driving an MG is
all about isn’t it?
If you were unable to attend the Chairman’s Run earlier
in the month you can read all about the event on pgs.6+7.
More interesting, handy tips in Technical Talk can be
found on pgs.8-10.
You will find all the relevant documents pertaining to the
forthcoming Annual General Meeting on pgs.11-14.
Please be sure to send in your articles and reports by
23rd March.

“If you see someone without a smile
give them one of yours” ~ unknown
Fran
_______________________________________________
Front page photos taken by Viv James
Top:
1948 TC - owner Brian Wallace
Bottom: 1948 TC - owner Vic Matthews
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Internet Branch code: 051001
Account number:
271157925

Crankhandle Club Liaison
			
			

Martin Davies
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Disclaimer:

Ex-Officio:		

					
			

Views, comments, opinions, advice or suggestions in this newsletter are
those of the contributors and advertisers and are not necessarily those of
the club or its committee. Availability and condition of items advertised
for sale are not guaranteed by the club or the committee. Whilst every care
is taken in compiling the contents of the newsletter the club, committee
and officials assume no responsibility for any effects arising therefrom.
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FROM THE CHAIR
It is interesting to note what is revealed when browsing old MG magazines and newsletters, in
this case a 1988 copy of The Breed. In this March issue of The Breed we see the name Brian
Wallace listed as a new member. In fact, hardly a new member at all but rather an ardent MG
enthusiast returning to the Cape Town fold after a long absence - and in the same TC !
We, who are nowadays so accustomed to seeing older model MGs gleaming in new paintwork
after a restoration will snort or ridicule the interesting patina on Brian’s TC. However, this patina
is the evidence of an interesting past of an MG in the hands of a dedicated, unassuming
gentleman. This same TC and driver in 1986, when commemorating the 50th anniversary of the
MG TC, took part in the Ocean to Ocean tour across the USA ~ without any problems!
The lesson? Forget the bling, look for the real thing.
On the subject of new members, the late Bill ten Oever’s MGB remains in the club under the new
ownership of Darryl and Victoria Dickerson who submitted membership application as quickly and
eagerly as they had taken possession of the car. They are sure to enjoy and cherish the B as
much as Bill and Lucille did.
Our AGM is only 2 weeks away Saturday, 14th March @ 3.00pm. Last year’s AGM was
attended by only 31 members out of about 200, not a good showing at all. This is the one,
annual event that club members should attend, afterall it is your club. Forego the TV sports
channel, sailing the briny or striving for that elusive hole in one, come along to the AGM instead.
Many members who are regular, ardent supporters of most events seem to avoid the all
important AGM. Remember, at no time should members feel pressured into volunteering for a
committee function. It is funny though..... a noticeable but amusing reaction to a call for committee
volunteers is the urge to count fly spots on the ceiling, check the quality of the floor, or duck down
to fumble with shoelaces. Don’t make eye contact is the tactic ~ human nature at its best.
An interesting fact: Out of 224 members in 1988 ~ 30 are still members today.
See you at the AGM,

Mike							
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OUT AND ABOUT

			

MARCH
Saturday

14th

AGM at Crankhandle Clubhouse, Riebeek Str. Wynberg (3.00pm)
followed by snacks and refreshments

Thursday

26th

Veterans’ Run to the Chart Farm, Wynberg
organised by Buddy & Jenny Mockford - TBA

Sunday

29th

Club Run to The Chilled Market @ the Range, Tokai - TBA

Tuesday

14th

Natter & Noggin’ at CHC, Riebeek Str. Wynberg (7.30pm)

Sunday

19th

British Sports Car Tour organised by The Triumph Club - (pg. 5)

Thursday

26th

Veterans’ Run - TBA

APRIL

					

SOCIAL NEWS

New Members
# 1369 Brian Wallace, Somerset West ~ 1948 TC
021 851 2314 / 082 6823116 email: brianwallace@icon.co.za
# 1370 John & Maiselle MacDonald, Hout Bay ~ 1968 MGB GT
021 790 4539 / 083 2513995 email: johnm@tmpsa.co.za
# 1371 Darryl & Victoria Dickerson, Constantia ~ 1973 MGB (late Bill ten Oever’s car)
021 794 8720 / 082 7030146 email: dnv.dickerson@gmail.com
Resignations
# 1220 Helga Sandak-Lewin

					

# 1302 Peter Haley

MARCH BIRTHDAYS
3- Joan Parker
				
6 - Sue Terrapon		
				
8 - Suzette Squire-Howe
			
13 - Shirley Hill
		
17 - Len Victor			
		
21 - Samuel Katz		
		
		
26 - Arthur Owen
27 - Ronnie Grace, Shirley le Roux
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5 - Andrew Lewis
7- Dave Hendry
		
10 - Rosa Ballantyne, Buddy Mockford
15 - Bill Cox
19 - Maiselle MacDonald
22 - Gavin McNaughton			
31 - Bruce Hodkinson

Veterans’ Run to Cattle Baron Restaurant, Plattekloof

-

Martin Davies

Wednesday, 29th January arrived as a warm sunny day. 25 members and guests travelling in
		
14 MGs comprising: 2xTC 3xTD 1xMGB roadster 4xMGBGT 3xModern TF 1xMG3 as well as a
Riley Lynx arrived at the N1 Winelands Engen filling station to enjoy a pleasant run through the
countryside in CapeTown’s northern suburbs.
Unfortunately, most of us encountered roadworks on the N1 prior to the meeting place. The
tail-back was quite time consuming with the resultant and fairly common place overheating of
MGs during this stage. Nevertheless, everybody arrived on time and after the normal roll call,
the day’s run commenced.
Precise instructions had been handed out to each driver but it was noted amusingly, that many
took a short cut due to misreading the instructions. Special note was made of Brian Wallace
and Celia who read the instructions correctly. Nevertheless, Celia in her MG3 was witnessed
driving in the wrong direction on Tyger Valley Road. Upon realising her error, did a U-turn and
					
corrected herself. I met Brian Wallace in his TC parked in a lay-by on St. John’s Road
desperately studying his direction sheet, wondering which way next. That was solved when he
tailed me the remainder of the journey to the Cattle Baron Restaurant.
Pensioners lunch had been laid out and some members filled their plates to the brim. This was
accentuated due to the plates being on the small side and second helpings were necessary by
many. I am the first to admit, climbing into my TD for the journey home was a struggle after
gorging too much of the Cattle Baron’s splendid layout. Plenty of food with the legal dop of wine
were recipes of happy people driving their MGs.
			
				
			

BRITISH SPORTS CAR TOUR - 19TH APRIL 2020
This annual event is organised by the Cape Town Triumph Club and is open to all sports cars made
in the UK from old to new.
We will start at the Pot Belly restaurant on the R44 near Klapmuts and make our way to the Elgin
Country Club in Grabouw for one of their splendid lunches. We meet at 9.30 onwards with the last
cars leaving at around 10.30 for a leisurely trip up to Grabouw, this is NOT a race.
The cost is R165 per head for the lunch. Please pay your money into the Triumph Sports Car Club
account at: Standard Bank Constantia account number 078226929 branch code 020909
Please mark your payment with your NAME and BSCT so we can trace participants. The cut off date
will be Wednesday, 15th April so we can organise catering etc.
This will be a great day out with good friends, we would love to see you there.
Contact: Jamie Hart 084 220 0082 or Jamie.hart@kingsley.co.za
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THE CHAIRMAN’S RUN -

16th February

Mike Johnson

Looking out of the window early on Sunday morning my day began with an expletive when
observing the approaching foul weather. The intended Chairman’s Run picnic at Old Nectar in
Jonkershoek suddenly seemed in jeopardy. Nevertheless, an enthusiastic group of members
gathered at the meeting place before setting off for the venue in windy, but otherwise pleasant
conditions.
We all know the old song:
		
‘What a difference a day makes
			
twenty-four little hours’
when adding my own lyric it would sound something like this:
		
‘What a difference a ‘detour ‘ makes
		
twenty-four little miles’
Route directions indicated exit 49 instead of 47! However, all was forgiven when Fran presented
the ladies with Valentine’s Day chocolates.
Our picnic venue in the gardens of the Old Nectar Estate nestles in the tranquil Jonkershoek
Valley, owned by the Van der Spuy Family Trust and managed by club member Peter van der Spuy.
This estate was owned by his late parents who were both well-known South African personalities.
His father Ken, was one of a small group
of aviators who, after Word War 1 were
tasked with starting what is today the
S.A.A.F. His mother Una, was known
as the doyenne of the S. A. horticulture
world and created the magnificent
gardens. Una was also a well-known
authoress of many, interesting plant and
gardening books.
The very impressive Manor House was
built in 1815 and although not a museum,
is furnished in period style and very well
maintained for guest occupancy when so
required.
											
Photo: Tony Bruton
												
								
							
There was an impressive line-up of 23 MGs
							
as well as a few non-MGs parked on the
							
lush, green lawns adjacent to the picnic site.
							
							
It was pleasing to see the late Bill and Lucille
							
ten Oever’s MGB on the run driven by new
							
members, Darryl and Victoria Dickerson.
								
					
Photos: Philip Roux
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Over 50 members and 4 guests
gathered under an enormous tree that
provided ample shade for all, sitting in
a typical South African ‘lager’
arrangement. Once everyone had
made themselves comfortable Peter,
surrounded by his faithful dogs, gave
an interesting talk on the history of
Old Nectar which his family purchased
in 1941. 					
						

Photo: Frenske Otzen

						
Having the Chairman’s Run take the form of a picnic
						
get-together proved to be a success considering the
						
positive feedback from those attending.
						
						
The advantages of a picnic is that nobody complains
						
about:							
the restaurant ~ (it’s al fresco)
							
the food ~ (you made it, you have to eat it)
Photo: Tony Bruton						
the waitron service ~ (self-service)
							
cold food ~ (of course, it’s a picnic!)
						
and verbal noise is absorbed by Mother Nature.
Our sincere thanks to Peter van der Spuy for allowing the MG Car Club CTC to enjoy his
wonderful ‘piece of paradise’ and to Shirley Roux for suggesting this venue.

										

										
			

		

Past and present Chairmen
back: Philip Roux, Mike Johnson, Brian Aslett
front:
Robin Rich, Dieter Reck
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Photo: Frenske Otzen

TECHNICAL TALK
SU Carb tuning - the next instalment

-

Roger Lewis

In the last article I shared my new insight setting the float/fuel level by the depth of fuel in the jet,
as opposed to applying the Rod setting method and then assuming all was done. Having spent
many hours setting the fuel level below the bridge of the carburettor choke, more has been
questioned and details researched.
Trying to achieve a fuel of 4 or 5mm below the bridge requires more than just simply bending the
float fork to suit. I was constantly running out of fork to bend, so what was wrong, the angle
						
relationship of the float bowls to the carburettor bodies was not the issue. So what was I missing
now? However, in the process I did achieve a more consistent way of measuring the fuel level
without fighting capillary action in the jet, more on that later.
Firstly the setting of the fork, according to Burlen (I mailed them) should be 7/16 in. (11mm).
Other reference materials and online sites share the same. So why do the MG workshop
manuals from the period state 3/8 in (9.5mm). I dug and dug, then I went to look in my collection
of MG related books. In the collection are many SU publications on all manner of SU carburettors
as well
		 as the SU Workshop Manual, published by the SU Carburettor Co. Ltd, Proprietor Morris
Motor Limited. Sadly no date on the publication, my thanks to Brian Hogg for giving me all the
		
documents.
Clearly detailed in the SU Workshop Manual is that the depth of fuel below the bridge should be
3/8 in. (9.5mm). Referring back to the MG TD original factory workshop manual; “The position of
the forked lever in the float-chamber must be such that the level of the float (and therefore the
			
height of the fuel at the jet) is correct”. Do these words mean both should be 9.5 mm?
The next reference I checked was the RED book, TC, TD, TF, MGA. This publication in terms of
float levels is a word for word extract from the SU Workshop Manual. I am adopting that MG and
SU of the day knew what they were doing and tested comprehensively.
			
				
For the fuel levels in the float bowls to be the same, the floats need to be of similar weights,

nowhere did I find any mention of float weight. Floats according to Burlen are 20 to 24 grams, all
those that I could lay my hands on were mostly 20.2 to 22.2 grams. (A 10 cent piece = 2 grams).
With forks set at 9.5mm the fuel levels were still lower than the goal of 9.5mm. So I added weight
to the floats so as to retain a fork setting and not run the risk of the float being limited by the fork
support posts and flooding.
For my TD I cleaned up some older slightly heavier floats weighing in just shy of 23 grams,
replacing the 20.2 gram floats installed. Hedgehog’s carbs needed weight so 4 cents was
soldered to one and a large blob of solder to the other. Float weight and fork settings do not
need to be the same as long as the fuel
levels in the jets are the same.
For reason I am yet to appreciate rear
carburettors have needed more weight
than the front.
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Fighting
capillary action
		

-

Roger Lewis

After a long day in the garage a bottle of good wine was called for, as the cork popped from the
bottle the lights came on (nothing to do with Eskom), the cork felt like an ideal replacement for
the SU main jet assembly. With the jet assembly out of the way and the cork firmly pushed up
the carb bottom, there was a clear hole to observe and measure the fuel level. Measuring the
depth of the fuel was still a little challenging, my solution was to use a nut and bolt just a little
smaller than the hole for the jet assembly (9mm). I squared off the end of the bolt and used the
nut to set the length of thread that would then go down to meet the fuel. Reading fuel on the bolt
was still tricky, so I rubbed chalk on the end of the bolt. If, after dipping the bolt there was no chalk,
then fuel was met, the rest is just patient adjustments until the same fuel level is achieved in both
carburettors. In between measurements a little fuel was sucked out of each carb before having
the fuel pump do a top-up.
So what is the ideal fuel level? There isn’t one answer, but for normal driving much is to be
gained from getting the fuel levels matched. Then set your mixture assuming of course that air
balancing has been done, correct ignition timing and tappet adjustments, the usual prerequisites.
What I found after adjusting the TD, was steady and consistent idle and a bit more power.
There were spots on Ou Kaapse Weg where 3rd gear was the norm, now 4th handles the incline,
might be heavier shoes, but the TD did feel stronger.
On Hedgehog I have added weight to the floats, more on the rear carb than the front, which
resulted in the jets now being higher than before, 6 flats down after tuning, again steady idle.
Having now had some track time I can share that a gain of a couple of seconds per lap was
achieved, so all the effort was worth it.

Last month’s article shared a fuel level of 4 or 5mm below the top of the jet, but from what I
have now read on the internet many struggle to achieve this and question why, float weight I
suspect is the key missing ingredient. From my experience floats weighing 24 to 28 grams
would be required to achieve such a level.
Let us now consider the 4 to 5mm recommendation against other references. The SU
Carburettors Tuning Tips & Techniques (Brooklands Books LTD) shares that the fuel level
should be between a 1/8th and 1/4 (3.2 to 6.4 mm) below the discharge of the jet, but again no
mention of float weight. An upper limit of 4 mm below the top of the jet has been appreciated to
ensure that when cornering or braking fuel is not going to be flooding into the engine. A higher
fuel level will result in the jet being higher with respect to the choke bridge, which will improve
fuel atomisation providing a little edge in performance.
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A detail to be aware of, the feed hole of the more modern Viton tipped needles and seats are
much smaller than the original metal tipped ones. If you run hot on a good run you might be
experiencing some fuel starvation, my TD has them fitted without any observed problems.
Lastly, how much testing was undertaken selecting the right needle profile for the main jet of
the carburettor, and what fuel level would they have set? I suspect that back in the day a fuel
level of 9.5mm would have been that reference.
			
Results
Carb		
Fork setting		
Float weight		
Fuel depth		
Flats down		
Jet down (tuned)

MG TD		
Rear
Front
9.4mm
10.4mm
22.9g
22.6g
9mm
9mm
6
6		
1.3mm
1.3mm

MG Hedgehog_
Rear
Front
8.2mm
9.8mm
26.9g
24.3g
9.2mm
9.2mm
7
7		
1.4mm
1.3mm		

The SU float level tool Kit +
(length of plastic hose)

									

															
						
								

		

FOR SALE
MG TC/TD water pump
This pump is a Rich Pumps version of the Racemettle Co. UK design.
The rebuild of this pump comprises (amongst others) the following:
1. New modern water pump spindle bearing
2. New modern cartridge/unitised mechanical seal
3. New modern 6 vane impeller
Available at bargain price of R2500.00 Contact: Robin (member) 021 903 3426 / 082 660 3538

MG TD 1946
Price: R570, 000 (GBP 30,000.00) Engine and chassis numbers are matching and I have the
original logbook. Car has been in South Africa from 1967 having come from the UK originally.
There is a Tonneau cover, spare head gasket, tappet cover gasket, other spare parts and items that
can be fitted (badges etc). Car is presently in Durban area
Contact: Richard Morrison (non-member) 072 453 9124 email: 1964morry@gmail.com

					

			

These advertisements are placed for the benefit of MG Club members.
The MG Club has no involvement in these advertisements and does not warranty
			
the accuracy or content of the items listed.
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MG CAR CLUB - CAPE TOWN CENTRE
		
NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

					

		

Saturday 14 March 2020

In terms of Clause 9.1 of the constitution, notice is hereby given of the Annual General
Meeting (AGM) of the MG Car Club - Cape Town Centre to be held as follows:
									
Date:
Saturday 14 March 2020
		
Time:

							
15.00hrs

Venue: The Crankhandle Clubhouse, 9 Riebeek Street, Wynberg, Cape Town
The committee has arranged for drinks and snacks immediately after the AGM,
members are both encouraged to attend the meeting and socialise afterwards.
Agenda: See attached AGM agenda
Minutes of the previous AGM were published in The Breed last year. Please refer to these
if needed.
Proxies: If you are unable to attend, please appoint a proxy (using the attached proxy form)
to vote on your behalf. Proxy forms must be handed to any committee member before the
meeting or scanned and sent to the Honorary Secretary prior to the meeting.
		
									
Nominations: Please note that the term of office for the position of Social & Events
								
Secretary has expired and nominations to fill this position are now being called for. Please
consider a suitable candidate for this committee position and send your nomination to the
Honorary Secretary using the attached Nomination form, by 29 February 2020.
Reports: The Treasurer’s report will be circulated ahead of the meeting.
		

			
Philip Roux
Honorary Secretary
29 January 2020
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AGENDA FOR THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
				
THE MG CAR CLUB, CAPE TOWN CENTRE
					
TO BE HELD ON
				
SATURDAY 14th MARCH 2020
			
AT THE CRANKHANDLE CLUB CLUBHOUSE
				
9 RIEBEEK STREET, WYNBERG
							AT 15H00
						
		
		1. Welcome
					
			
		
and apologies								
		
				
				
2. Verification of quorum								
3. Remembering those who have passed away (Reflective quietus)		

MJ

		

MJ
MJ

		
4. Adoption of the minutes of the previous AGM (9 March 2019)		
PR
		
4.1 Corrections and proposer and seconder for adoption
		
4.2 Matters arising from the previous AGM (items not covered below)		
5. President’s report									

JP

6. Chairman’s report									

MJ

7. Secretary’s report									

PR

8. Treasurer’s report and adoption of accounts					

BA

9. Trustees’ report									

RR/SL

10. Acceptance of President								

MJ			

11. Appointment of Trustees								

MJ

12. Appointment of Cape Town Centre representatives on the National Body

MJ

13. Presentation of awards								

MJ

14. Election of committee members, appointment of ex-officio members
and thanks to outgoing officials.							

MJ

		

15. General						
		
							
16. Thanks and closure								
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All			
MJ

				

MG Car Club Cape Town Centre

		
				

2020 Annual General Meeting
14 March 2020

To The Honorary Secretary
MG Car Club - Cape Town Centre

					

PROXY FORM

I_________________________________________, being a member of the
MG Car Club - Cape Town Centre, in good standing, hereby appoint

__________________________________________
or failing him/her, the Chairman, as my proxy to attend, speak and vote for me on
my behalf at the Annual General Meeting of the MG Car Club - Cape Town Centre,
to be held on 14 March 2020, and any adjournment thereof.

Signed: ……………………………………………
Name in Full: ____________________________________

N.B. This form is to be sent to and registered with the Honorary Secretary before
commencement of the AGM.
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The Annual General Meeting of the MG Car Club, Cape Town Centre

		
			

will be held on Saturday 14 March 2020

at the Crankhandle Club Clubhouse, 9 Riebeek Street, Wynberg at 15h00

				

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS

The following Committee position will be automatically vacated at the AGM. Retiring committee
members are eligible for re-election, should they be willing.
1. Social & Events Secretary
Nominations are hereby called for election to the Committee to fill the above position.
These are to be in writing, addressed to the Honorary Secretary, preferably via
e-mail: philiproux@gmail.com to be received by him no later than 29 February 2020.
When nominating a member, please remember to state the member’s name, position nominated
for and their willingness to stand. Nominees must have been members for at least one year.
Election of a new Committee member will take place by a show of hands at the AGM, as per the
agenda distributed.

Philip Roux
HONORARY SECRETARY
29 January 2020				
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------				
					
					

NOMINATION FORM

As a member in good standing, I hereby nominate ……………………………...............for the
position of Social & Events Secretary.
My full name: ……………………………………………………….
My signature: ……………………………………………………….
Signature of Nominee, indicating willingness to stand: ......................................................
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